3D Modeling with Blender:

Making a Pitcher
Overview
In this lesson, we’ll create a radially symmetric shape using a series of extrusions, scaling each
extrusion to create the shape’s profile. For this example, we’ll be making a pitcher.

Concepts Covered
●
●
●
●

The “ExtrudeScale” workflow for creating an organic, radiallysymmetric model
Shaping with the “Subdivision Surface” modifier
Creating solid models with the “Solidify” modifier
Closing mesh bridges with the “Bridge Edge Loops” command

Preparation
●
●
●

Have a basic understanding of Blender’s transformational tools (move, rotate, scale)
Know how to apply and edit modifiers in general.
You do not need to load any special .blend file (so start with the default cube).

Part One: The Basic Pitcher Form
The first way that we’ll make a pitcher will be using some basic mesh modeling tools we’ve
covered before, plus some new techniques to hollow out the shape and add a handle.
Select all the objects in your scene and delete them. Then, add a circle. In the bottomleft
corner, change “Fill Type” to Ngon, and change the number of vertices from 32 to 16. Reducing
the vertices will make it easier to get our starting shape; we can always add more detail later. If
you don’t see this panel at the bottomleft of your screen, delete your circle and add a new one.
(The panel appears when you add the circle, and disappears as soon as you take a new action
in Blender.)

Now, select the circle and press Tab on your keyboard to go into Edit Mode. You should have
all 16 vertices around the circle selected, as is indicated by their orange highlight.

We are now going to bring out the first
crosssectional segment of the vase. To visualize
this, imagine drawing a rough representation of the
side profile of your vase, using only a series of
straight line segments. This is demonstrated in the
left picture. The right picture shows how we’ll create
this profile: by repeatedly extruding the top surface of
our mesh a slight amount, and then scaling (inward or
outward) a slight amount.
Let’s make the first segment. In Edit Mode, with your
entire circle selected, press E to extrude. Move your
mouse upward a slight amount, then leftclick to
confirm the extrusion. At this point, the top ring of
vertices is selected, but the bottom ring is not. Press
S to scale, and move your mouse away from the
center of the circle to make it larger. Leftclick to
confirm the scaling.
The next segment can be created in the same way.
With the top ring of vertices selected, extrude with E,
then scale with S. If you’re wanting this segment to
have a low slope, like the bottom of the pitcher, you’ll
want to extrude just a little bit, but scale a large
amount. If you want the segment to have a steep
wall, like the middle part of the pitcher, you’ll do the
opposite: extrude a large amount, then scale a small
amount, or none at all.
Continue this process of extruding and scaling until
you’ve completed the basic form of your pitcher.
If you want to change the shape of a ring, but you’ve
already extruded past it, you can hold Alt on your
keyboard and rightclick one of the edges on the
right, to select the entire ring of vertices. Once it’s
selected, you can scale the ring, or move it up and
down, to tweak the shape of your pitcher.
You can also do a Loop Cut & Slide (CtrlR) to add a
new ring of vertices, splitting one segment into two
segments.

When you are satisfied with the shape of your pitcher, go to the Modifiers
tab and add a
Subdivision Surface modifier. This will round out the mesh to create a smoother form.

Part Two: Hollowing the Pitcher
Right now, the pitcher is still a solid shape, with no “interior”. We can make use of a new type of
modifier to give this solid shape a hollow chamber with an opening on top.
While in Edit Mode, select the top face of the pitcher. (You can do this by switching to Face
Select mode, or by selecting all 16 vertices that make up the top face.) Then, press X on your
keyboard, and choose “Faces”.

Now, return to the Modifiers
from the faces in your mesh.

tab and add the “Solidify” modifier. This will generate a wall

There are two key settings in the Solidify modifier: thickness
and offset. Thickness is fairly selfexplanatory; the larger this
value, the thicker the generated wall. Offset controls whether
the wall is generated on the inside of your mesh, or the
outside. By default, it is set to 1.00, which means the wall is
entirely on the inside of your mesh. Bringing the slider to the
opposite end, 1.00, will cause the wall to be generated on the
outside of your mesh. An inbetween value means the wall is
being generated on both sides of the mesh.

Part Three: Adding the Handle
To create the handle, we’ll choose some faces on the side of the pitcher and do a series of
extrusions. The extrusions will start to curve up and in, from the base of the pitcher to the top.
As a final step, we’ll close the loop between the handle extrusion and the top of the pitcher.
First, in Edit Mode, use Face Select mode to select two adjacent faces on opposite sides of the
Y axis (the green axis). Here’s two examples:

If you choose faces that aren’t in the middle of the Y axis, your handle will curve to the side as
you extrude it.

Press S to scale, then X to lock your scaling to the X axis.
Shrink or expand the width of these two faces, until their total
area matches the desired thickness of your handle.
Switch to Right Orthographic view. There are two ways you
can do this:
1. Press 5 on your numpad, followed by 3 on your
numpad.
2. Find the “View” menu at the bottomright corner of your
3D View. In that menu, select “View Persp/Ortho”.
Then, once more in the View menu, select “Right”.
It is important that you keep your view in this side view while
you model the handle. If we transform the handle while looking
at it from an angle, it is likely to become offcenter and twisted. You can pan your view without
leaving Right Orthographic view by holding down Shift and dragging your middle mouse button.
Now, with those two faces still selected, press E to extrude
your handle outward. Leftclick to confirm the extrusion.

Press G to move the two selected faces so that the segment is
angled in the direction you’d like the handle to be going. Then
press R to rotate the faces so that they are roughly
perpendicular to the direction the handle is going. Usually,
you’ll need to move and rotate multiple times to get the handle
segment shaped the way you want.

Continue this process of extruding, moving, and rotating to build the curved shape of the handle
one segment at a time. However, don’t connect the handle to the upper part of the pitcher just
yet. Leave a gap where that final segment would be; we will generate it in the next step.

Now, we’ll bridge the gap between the handle and the pitcher’s top. Press X and choose
“Faces”. This will delete the two faces capping off your handle. Then, orbit your view to an
angle where you can see the part of the vase that the handle should connect to. (Don’t worry,
it’s safe to change out of Right Orthographic view now.) Select the two face where you plan to
connect your handle. Press X, then choose “Faces”.

There should now be a hole at the end of the handle, as well as a hole in the pitcher’s side.
We’ll now connect these two spaces.

First, switch to Edge Select mode, and select the six edges that form a loop around the hole on
the pitcher. (The quickest way to do this is to hold Alt and rightclick one of these six edges.)
Then, add the loop of six edges at the end of the handle. (This time, Shift + Alt + right click one
of the edges. to add all six to your selection.) Here’s what your selection should look like, in
Solid View and in Wireframe View:

Finally, press W on your keyboard, and select “Bridge Edge Loops”. This should generate six
new faces, bridging the two sets of edges you had selected.

